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Introduction 
In the first part of the paper we shall describe a profit center (PC) system, the reasons 
why it is set up, its advantages and disadvantages, as well as the main issues that the 
general management of a large insurance company that has introduced the profit 
center system has to take care of on an ongoing basis. 
The properties of a CRC will be described in the first part of the paper by setting up 
an internal fund for the PCs (the mt CRC type), and, by setting up an external fmd 
by XL reinsurance premiums for the PCs (the second CRC type). The CRC types will 
be compared In both cases the reinsurance company should be covered by the ceding 
company by a multi-line stop loss retrocession cover. 
In the second part of the paper the second CRC type will be mainly considered and 
the corresponding reinsurance system for fulfilling the ceding company’s plans and 
intentions of controlling and monitoring its profit center system will be examined. 
The CRC‘s conventional and unconventional properties and the reasons it has been set 
up will be given and a comparison made to the better known and more frequently 
used unconventional Strategic Reinsurance Program (SRF’). An SRP and its 
propedes has been described by the author of this paper in the proceedings of the last 
Astin Colloquium held in Tokyo in the paper “The Strategic Reinsurance Progam 
(S,),,. 

PART I 
An important management problem for the general munagernend of a large insurance 
company that we slwll call the principle mmgement problem consists of the question 
of how to best delegate management responsibilities and how to motivafe mnugers to 
optimize their work within the Iimits of their respopw.ibilities. 

The Profit Center System IpC System) 
A very effective and common strategy adopted by large, multi-line and usually 
globally active insurance companies for solving the principle management problem is 
to set up aprofit center system 
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A multi-line insurance company may be divided into PC insurance branchts and even 
the investment division may be subdivided into dflmenz PCs according to criteria 
established by the company’s strategy. In this paper we shall not deal with 
investment PCs. A worId-wuk active inswmce compzy may be divided into 
dzflerent subsidiaries and agencies and relatively large subsidiaries may even be 
subdivided into PC insurance branches. 
The essential difference between a division that deals with a certain insurance branch 
within the insurance company and a profit center in charge of the same insurance 
branch consists of the substantiaIly diferent competences that are delegated to the 
head of the division and to the manager in charge of the respective PC. 
A PC is in many respects a company in charge of specific insurance activities, or of 
insurance activities in specific countries or geographical areas. The head of such a 
“company” is the manager in charge of the respective PC and he has to report to the 
insurance company’s general management rather than to the board of directors to 
which the general management reports. The competence of the head of a PC is 
curtaiIed by the insurance company’s internal strategy which determines when the PC 
manager has to pass on information and carry over the responsibility for decisions to 
the general management. “Company - characteristics” of a PC are the k t s  that its 
performance is judged annually by the general management - but not by the board of 
directors or by company shareholders, and that the PC manager has to take far 
reaching responsibility for the PC’s performance. The restrictions on the competence 
of the head of a PC have, of course, to be taken into account when the pedormmce of 
the PC is judged at year‘s end. 
The main reuson for introducing a Pc‘ system as u munugement tool is to stimdate 
the head of a PC and all his staff to make every eflort to get the besl possible results 
within the limits imposed on them h e  to the additionaI respomibilities deIegatedto 
them. The additional responsibilities that are connected with a PC increase the status 
and ihportance of the PC ’s sta& makes the d d y  work ofthe employees and. of 
course, of the PC :r manager more interesting and give them more oppomities to 
demonspate their capabilities. All these dvaniages are, however, dependent on the 
standard of management of the PC. 
A PC strategy can be on one hand vexy successful and fhitful- if it is well managed. 
However, it is OR the other hand quite risky and dangerous and it is therefore most 
important that the gened management of the large insurance company is from the 
beginning clearly aware of the hazards that arc: inherent in a PC system and has the 
knowledge and means to overcome them. 
Such hazards and the way to handle them will now be described by the principles of a 
profit center system and by comments on them. 

PRINCIPLE I: 
The first principle is the principle of fiirness. When assessing PCs it is most 
important to stick to the principle of fairness. By no meam should one PC be favored 
at the cost of another PC, i.e., the successes and positive achievements of one PC 
should not be credited to another PC. The assessment of the PCs must be technical, 
with no sentiments towards the head of one PC or another. 
The effect of a non-technical, not neutral assessment of PCs can be disastrous and 
lead to a result that is exactly the opposite of what the PC strategy is aiming at - 
frustration instead of stimulation! I 

What may the effects of an d a i r  assessment be on the head of a PC who believes or 
is even convinced that his positive results have been assessed too lowly and that the 
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positive difference between the real results and the assessed resuits have been credited 
ta another PC or to other PCs? He will cataidy be disappointed and so may be his 
staE He may ask himself why he is working so hardly to achieve excellent results, 
when they are being credited to other PCs. He may start to look at other PCs that he 
believes to be favored at his cost as “competitive PCs”. Such a development is 
certainly most undesirable from the company’s overall point of view. On the one 
hand - as a result of an unf’r assessment of their results - certain PCs may lose any 
interest in achieving the best possible results “for competitive PCs”, and on the other 
hand they may in&ectly even oppose any coordination with ‘‘preferred PCs” in case 
of multi-line risks that affect ”preferred” as well as “disadvantaged” PCs. 
It is very important to mention here that the general management of a company that 
has introduced a PC strategy may try to achieve a neutral and technically correct 
assessment of the performances of all its PCs and yet fail from a subjective point of 
view and possibly even from an objective point of view. It is not at all easy to keep 
the assessinents of the performances of all PCs technically correct, i.e., fair. We shall 
suggest in this paper a fair assessment of the results of PCs, among other things, by 
means of the combined reinsurance-retrocession coverage CRC. A fair assessment of 
PC results from a subjective point of view is achieved when all PCs believe they have 
been correctly assessed. This is even more difficult and important to arrive at than an 
objectively fair assessment of all PC performances since an objective assessment does 
not guarantee that certain heads of PCs may not be f& with an objectively wrong yet 
uneasy feeling that they have been placed at a disadvantage. If such managers are 
given freedom to place, within certain limits, their reinsurance in the CRC, as we shall 
discuss later, the feeling of having been unfairly assessed may be corrected or even 
disappear. 

PFU“LE 11: 
The second principle is the necx.ssiiy to transfer consideruble competence to the 
assigned head of a PC when intl.oducing u PC system av a strategic manugement tool. 
When a division of a branch is converted into a PC it becomes in many respects de 
facto a partly independent insurance company and the manager of the former division 
who may become the head of this “insurance company” has to be trained in new kinds 
of management tools that he did not need before in order to be able to llfill his 
extended scope of functions properly. Moreover, the range of his competence must be 
extended accordingly. 
An important new task for the head of a PC that is connected with the introduction of 
a PC system and that interests us especially in this paper is to provide security for the 
fluctuation of results of the PC by means of reinsurance. 
The transfer of the necessary competence to the heads of newly introduced PCs is an 
insurance company’s internal management problem Principle I1 can and has, 
therefore, to be observed by the insurance company internally. 

PRINCPLE 111: 
Despite the introduction of n PC gwem a lurge inswinwe company must uvoid being 
split into small “imrance companies ”, and thus reducing or even giving up a lot of 
the advantages a large insurance company has for its clients. 
An advantage of a large insurance company of good reputation €or its clients is, for 
example, the client’s belief to be able to rely on his insurer in every respect, from a 
correct premium to a correct treatment of claims, including the knowledge that the 
insured claims will really be paid out in time without any difficulties and troubles. A 
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large company can, for example, be insured by a single large insurance company in a 
multi-line reinsurance contract and w1 be given the large cover capacity that it needs 
by this insurance company. 
Such advantags are very comforting for aU kinds of clients and a large insurance 
company must keep these advantages in mind when introducing an internal andlor 
external strategy. How can a large insurance company introduce the strategy of a 
profit center system and yet keep all the advantages of a large insurance company for 
its clients? 
Two types of combined unconventional reinsurance covers (CRC) not only solve this 
most important problem and thus enable the introduction of a PC strategy but 
fortunately enough also make adherence to the principle of fairness mnciple I) 
possible. When the general management of a large insurance company provides the 
necessary training and competence for the managers of newly introduced PCs to 
fulfill the demands of Principle II, then a CRC that is correctly adapted to the wishes 
and intentions of the insurance c o m p y  gives an answer to the other problems that 
we have mentioned here which in cormection with Principles 1 & In. 
The problems that are described in Principle TI can be and are usually solved 
internally, whereas those of Principles I and 111 can be met externally by an 
individually adapted CRC. 

THE TWO CRC - TYPES 
The two CRC types that we are going to describe provide answers for the principle of 
fairness and for the question of how to prevent the split of a large insurance company 
into relatively small, restricted units despite the setting up of a profit center system. 
The first CRC type is mainly characterized by a combination of conventional, usually 
excess of loss reinsurance covers of an internal fund to the large insurance company’s 
PCs, a fund that is best covered a tmaf ly  by a multi-line stop loss cover given by a 
large reinsurance company and a specific stop loss retrocession cover given by the 
ceding company to the reinsurance company. 
In the second CRC type the ceding company’s PCs are directly covered by excess of 
loss reinsurance covers that should all be granted by an externulfinzd that is set up by 
the same large reinsurance campany in favor of the large cedmg company. All these 
covers should be given a specific, multi-line stop loss retrocession cover by the ceding 
company. 
Positive XL reinsurance results and interest rates on them are used de fact0 to build 
up the fund internally in the first CRC - type, and, externally, in favor of the ceding 
company in the second CRC type. The ceding company helps to protect the internal or 
external fund and its own interests in the first case indirectly and in the second case 
directly by a multi-line stop loss cover on the frmd. Of course, the M d  is the main 
unconventional element in a CRC. 
We shall describe a CRC more in detail later. Here we have just mentioned its main 
characteristics in order to be able to describe the two types of CRC that we now 
introduce and how they solve the problems presented by Principles I & 111. 

THE FIRST CRC TYPE: THE GLOBALLY REINSURING CRC 
The first CRC type j s  needed when the large insurance company decides on a PC 
strategy in which a cash-box that we shall call a f .  is built up intern&. This 
interna1f;Pldprovides reinsurance covers for the PCs. The internal reinsurance 
premiums that flow into the fund build it up. The mamger who is in chrge of the 
internal fund t h s  on a lot of responsibilities and has to acquire enough competence, 
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accordingly. He has to negotiate annually the kind and extent of reinsurance cover for 
each PC and the premium rate that flows into the fund with the respective head of the 
PC. 
Small insurance companies need relatively extensive reinsurance covers that increase 
their gross capacity substantidly in order to remain competitive in the insurance 
market. In the same way, the internal reinsurance fund of the large imurrmce 
company must yield to each of its PCs a more or less “extensive internal reinsurance 
coverage ”, at least for the dzflwence in capacity of t k  large company to the 
respective PC in the respective line of business. Moreover, the manager of the internal 
fund needs d i t i o d  p r e m i z  fiom the PCs and additional capcity for the 
uccurnulation of riskr that are covered by severul PO.  
W e n  the internal fwrd of a large company can grant to each of its PC‘s the p a r e M  
company 3 capacity for the respective PC ’s line of business taking even the addiitionul 
capaciq for the accmlalion of rish into account, it fulfills the requirement of 
Principle 1iI and actuully prevents the split of the large company into small “PC 
companies”! 
This target can be arrived at by increasing the internal fund rapidly to a considerable 
level by way of relatively large PC premiums and by protecting it by a global 
external, multi-line stop loss reinsurance cover that should be protected by a 
retrocession coverfiom the large ceding company. 
When a PC strategy - which includes an intern1 fund - is i n t r o d d  the fund‘s 
manager needs additional premiums to build up the fund These are Implicitly built 
into the relatively large initial PCpremiums. Technically the relative large initial PC 
premiums for the covers of the fund may be explained on the one hand as a result of 
little claims experience in the beginning, and on the other hand due to an option of 
substantial premium reductions in case of positive claims experience. 
The fund manager’s internal negotiations with the heads of the PCs will certainly not 
be easy, since the latter will fight for extensive reinsurance covers for as low premium 
rates as possible in order to present good net results by year’s end It will not be easy 
to persuade them to pay premiums for their PC’s part in cumulative risks and to 
determine correctly their respective part in cumulative risks. It may be even more 
difficult to persuade them to contribute in the beginning to the building up of the 
internal fund. Here the assistance of the general management may be necessary to 
promise to take such difEculties, especially imediateiy after the introduction of a PC 
system, into account when assessing the performance of the PCs by year’s end. The 
annual negotiations of the fund‘s manager with all the PC managers on all details and 
all their reinsurance requirements, if possible, with no pressure fiom the general 
management, should finally lead to reinsurance arrangements that satisfy all 
parhcipants and thusfig11 the requirement ofthe first principle for fairness. 
The setting up of an internal fund is certainly, as we can imagine, not an easy task, 
It may help, however, to make the external reinsurance arrangement for the ceding 
company easier and more clearly arranged. 
Actualb the large imurance company needs only one multi-line stop loss reinswance 
to cover its internfly set up fund Such reinsurance is, however, very dangerous for 
the reinsurer, who should be able to continuously follow the movements and the level 
of the cedjng company’s fund, as well as all the internal covers that are granted by the 
fund and their changes and modifications. 
There is jusfijicattion for setting up another, exterdfirnd with the &ti-line stop loss 
reinsurance company in order to extend its layer of coverage in the course of time 
u d  to distance the ceding company as a retrocesswn company fiom risk The 
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princ@alfind in the globall$ reinsuring CRC scheme that characterizes tlae@rst CRC 
type remains, however, the ceding conpany ‘s internalfund 
The reinsurer should give a multi-line stop loss reinsurance cover in excess of a 
certain percentage (over 100%) of thfund’s level and the ceding company shodd 
give a multi-line sop loss retrocession cover on the reinsurance cover in order to 
enable operation and supervision of the PC straiegy whde adhering to Principles I & 
III. 
All three levels of the reinmaance coverage system are very fs’exible and dependent on 
each other and can be easily adapted to all kincis of changes and new situdions. 
All the covers of the fund for the PCs are individually worked out intemdy and can 
be adapted annually according to the requests and requirements of the respective PCs. 
The external, multi-line stop loss reinsurance for the internal fund as well as the 
ceding company’s retrocession cover for the external reinsurance cover depend on the 
internal and e x k d  funds’ levels and on the kind of covers and the capacity that are 
granted internally by the principal fund to the respect~ve PCs, and they can be adapted 
annually in case of substantial changes or new facts. 
The internal fund can only operate and gumantee aderence to the principre of 

fairness due to the extend, global reinsurance cover and the retrocession cover on 
it. 

TI-E SECOND CRC TYPE: THE INDIVIDUALLY REINSURING CRC 
The general management of an insurance company may decide, when introducing a 
PC strategy, that the fund covering the PCs should be set up exclusively externally 
with a large and trustworthy reinsurance company that it selects for a long-term 
partnership to realize its PC strategy. As opposed to the single multi-line stop loss 
reinsurantx cover in the globally reinsuring CRC, the reinsurance company now takes 
over the task of the internal h d  in the first CRC type and participates in working out 
all the reinsurance covers for the PCs in the individually reinsuring CRC. The PC 
premiums contribute the main part in building up the external fund. The heads of the 
PCs may individually be given the possibility topresent and work out their 
requirements for reinsurance covers directly with the reinsurance compaqv. 
The PC managers are, however, bound by restrictions: The general management 
agrees with the reinsurance company upon the kind of reinswance cover it wishes to 
get uniformly for all its PCs, usually by consulting with its own reinsurance 
specialist, who is assigned and given the competence to arrange, supervise and 
control all the reinsurunce and retrocession covers that are connected with the PC - 
strategv. The external reinsurance covers within the PC scheme should be zmlfom for 
all PCY in order to keep all the reinsurance arrangements of the PC strategy simple 
and easily controllable. They will usually be XL reinsurance covers. 
The internal fund’s manager of the first CRC type is replaced by the reinsurance 
specialist in charge of managing the PC strategy in the second CRC type. Instead of 
working out internal reinsurance arrangements with the heads of PCs, the reinsurance 
specialist in charge of managing the PC strategy now advises them on the external XI, 
reinsurance arrangements with the reinsurance company, controls the compliance of 
all the external, individual PC reinsurance covers with the general management’s 
guidelines, and takes over the final responsibility to optimally adjust the reinsurance 
covers, the reinsurance conditions and premium rates with regard to the expected 
overall PC - performance of the insurance company at large. 
When comparing the second CRC type to the first CRC type, the palette of tasks and 
responsibilities of the reinsurance manager as well as that of the heads of the PCs is 

I 
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keen to change considerably. The PC managers may now have direct contacts with the 
reinsurance company and especially with an interlocutor within the reinsurance 
company who speciaIizes in the line of business that their respective PC is responsible 
for. In the second CRC type they acquire more competence, which is limited, 
however, by the company’s guidelines and by the reinsurance specialist’s 
responsibilities and competence. The ceding company’s reinsurance specialist who is 
in charge of managing the CRC arrangements, has in the second CRC type a 
counterpart within the reinsurance c o m p y  who is in charge of managing the 
re insma company’s CRC connections and CRC covers for all PCs. 
The PC managers may work out directly the volume, i.e. the upper and lower XL 
bounds of coverage and the conditions that are necessary for them. However, the 
reinsurance pmiums they will have to pay will open be fixed by the reinsurance 
specialist on a fair bans, following Principle I. The reason for th~s restriction is the 
fact that it will be easier as well as cheaper for the ceding company to negofzate and 
demand good conditions on one overall reimurance premium for all the covers on all 
PCs within the CRC scheme. How to distribute the overall reinsmawe premium 
between the PCs according to the respective XL reinsurance covers will then be a 
matter of negotmtzom within the ceding company between the reinsurance specialist 
and the heads of the PCs - preferably without any intervention of the general 
management - in order to ensure adherence to the principle of fairness. Differences of 
opinion between the ceding company’s reinswance specialist who is in charge of the 
PC strategy and a PC manager may lead to disagreements that should, however, be 
less discordant and problematic than in the first CRC fype. 
If every PC manager negotiates with the reinsurance company directly or via the 
ceding company’s CRCs reinsurance specialist on an XL reinsurance cover that 
covers at least the difference between the large insurance company’s and the 
respective PC’s capacity on the respective line of business and gets such a cover then 
the ceding company’s total capacity is also guarantd in the second CRC type for 
each PC, an actual split of the large insurance company into small “PC companies” 
is prevented d P r i n c @ l e  III IsNfltleci 

COMMENTS ON THE TWO CRC - TYPES 

First comment 
A multi-line stop loss retrocession cover by the ceding company is necessary in both 
CRC cases in order to enable the operation of the whole reinsurance scheme that is 
connected with a PC strategy. 
In case of thefirst CRC type an internal fund is set up to cover the insurance 
company’s PCs. Protecting such a fund on a multi-line basis, preferably by a stop loss 
reinsurance cover, is very risky and dangerous. The dangerous and eflkctive 
protection by a multi-line stop loss reinsurance cover that the ceding company needs 
for its internal fund would require intensive contacts with the ceding collzpany and a 
lot of mnfomtion about the covers granted by Chef&&, the fund’s levels (including 
and excluding loss reserves, IBNR) etc. 
Of course such a reinsurance cover enables the introduction and the maintenance of a 
PC strategy with an internal fund and is of great irnp&mce for the ceding company. 
In return for its services, the reinsurance company wishes to get support of the ceding 
compuny, which should be prepared to reduce the reinsurer’s risk by enabling it on 
the one hand to build up af3md for the ceding conzpany by appropriate premiums and 
by yielding on the other hand to the multi-line reinsurance cover a multi-line stop loss 
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retrocession cover that probably no other (re)insurance company would be ready to 
grant. 
We wish to underline that granting a mlti-line stop loss retrocession cover to the 
reinsurance Company is last but not least very much in the iwmest of t k  ceding 
compny itseg 
a. By granting such a retrocession cover the ceding company demonstrates its 

b. It allows the reinsurance company to show much more$exibilify in granting a 
interest in supporting its own PC - spatee.  

multi-line stop loss reinsurance protection to the ceding company’s internal fund 
and in adjusting it to the fund‘s requirements according to the ceding company’s 
strategic aim. Such flexibility is very essential for a well running PC strategy. It 
allows a continuous adaptation of the reinsurance cover according to the 
requirements of the PCs. 

c. The retrocession cover makes it easier for the reinsurance company to grant the 
reinsurance cover needed for the fund since the “retrocessionaire” demonstrates 
by granting the multi-line stop loss retrocession cover that the reinsurance 
company can rely on its ceding company. Moreover, the CRC reinsurance 
company does not need, therefore, to invest too much time and administrative 
costs in detailed information on the ceding ~ o m p y ’ s  internal fund for its 
reinsurance cover. 

d. Without the miti-line stop loss retrocession cover and the possibility to build up a 
fund by appropriate X L  reinsurance premium the reinsurunce catnpany wodd 
probably keep its reinsurance layer for the internal fwtd very limited and 
participate in the CRC scheme, if at all, only in a very restricted and not very 
useful mmer.  

ln case of the second CRC type the reinsurance company provides XL covers for the 
ceding company’s PCs in a multi-line reinsurance agreement and is building up 
externally by reinsurance premiums of the PCs a f.nd that belongs de j w e  to the 
reinsurance coqmny bwt dt? facto mainly to the ceding company. 
The multi-line retrocession stop loss cover of the ceding company protects this 
external fimd and thus, in fact, the ceding company’s own interests. It allows, 
moreover, better control of the outilows of money from the fimd according to the 
current ceding company’s strategic targets. 
We do not discuss here the reinsurance-retrocession relationships within the second 
type of CRC scheme since this is going to be 8 main subject in the second part of this 
paper. 

Second comment 
While the second fund within the total CRC scheme in the first CRC type may seem a 
little bit complicated and artificial, in the second CRC type only one external f w d  
exists, very nutaruh’y urzdper.suusively. Tbi: reinsurance company grants in the second 
CRC type conventional XL reinsurance covers to profit centers of the ceding 
company. It gets in the beginning relatively high XL premiums in order to increase 
the probability and the possibility of getting to a predefined required level of a fund in 
favor of the ceding company as quickly as possible. The reasons for the retatively 
high initial XL premiums for the PC covers are technically and conventionally 
explicable. We have already mentioned some of &em when describing the tasks of the 
ceding company’s reinsurance manager who is in charge of building up and managing 
the internal fund in the first CRC type. 
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Reasons for the initially high XL premiums in the second CRC type are: 
- possibly little claims experience, 
- additional premiums to cover the accumulation of risks between different PCs, 
- the option of substantially reducing the premiums in future as a result of good 

claims experience, i.e., when the fund is growing and exceeds certain levels, 
- possible participation of the PCs in one way or mother in investment income on 

the Tund, usually, by getting credit for investment income on the fund, 
- an option for an extension of the XL cover by the external fund Without an 

increase of premium, due to an increasing fund level, etc. 

Third comment 
In the fmt CRC type the multi-line stop loss retrocession cover and the setting up of 
an external fund make it possible for the reinsurance company to avoid a too extensive 
commitme& on own account in its multi-line stop loss reinsurance cover for the 
ceding company’s principal fund and cancels the necessity of being continuously well 
informed on all the PC covers that the intennal fund is granting. Consequently its 
administrative costs on the multi-line reinsurance cover are considerably I- 
In the second (5RC type the reinsurance company has to grant XL covers to all the 
ceding company’s PC portfolios and an, therefore, not avoid acquiring qmtinuous, 
time consutning information on all the portfolios it is covering. This fact undedines 
the better and more valuable integration of the reinsurance company in the whole 
CRC scheme in the second rather than in thefi.st CRC Vp. Moreover, t h  ceding 
company can, thergore, much more eady  replam its CRCl reinsurance company in 
the first rather t h  in the sewid CRC type. 
TheJirm integration of the reinsurance company in the individually reinsuring CRC 
and therefore the commitment of both sides - of the ceding company as well as of the 
reinsurance company - to a solid long-term mutml relationship is also an important 
chracteristic of mcomentioml strutegic reinsupance progrums. 

Fourth camment 
According to Principle II considerable competence should be given to the head of 
each PC. This m-nce may include the possibility for the head of a PC to look for 
reinsurance covers before the cover by the internal, respectively, external fund The 
head of the PC has to pay for such reinsurance covers premiums that reduce the 
evaluation of his performance. On the other hand they reduce the potential 
fluctuations of his PC’s results and the size of reinsurance that his PC needs in excess 
of his ‘‘individual” reinsumme covers and, therefore, the premium for the reinsurance 
cover granted by the fund which improves the evaluation of his performance at year’s 
end. 
Aside from the guarantee of a fair evduation of their performaace that the managers 
of PCs are @ven, according to Principle I, by the CRC scheme, they may thus be 
given additional means beyond the CRC scheme to better optimize their perfomnee. 
Of course, such additional means are connected with additional uncertainties that are 
often not easily controllable. They reduce, moreover, the possibility of the reinsurance 
specialist who is in charge of managing the CRC scheme to control the PCs and the 
general management’s survey over the PCs’ performances. The competence to decide 
on other reinsurance covers before the fund‘s cover Within the CRC scheme may, 
therefore, not be easily given to the heads of PCs. 
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Fifth comment 
One of the important tasks of the reinsurance manager of a large insurance company 
who is in charge of a CRC scheme is to ensure that the company’s stipulated net 
capacity is not exceeded due to the capacities of the PCs being increased by the 
covers of an internal or an external fund on the one hand and due to possible 
accumulations of events between the PCs on the other hand 
We should observe that a insurance compar#s net capacity is much smaller in the 
second than in the first CRC type. In the first CRC type the insurance company’s net 
capacity is calculated bejhore all the internal XL covers by the internal fund and a9er 
all reinsurance covers, including the multi-line stop loss reinsurance cover for the 
internal, principal fund In the second CRC type the insurance company’s net capacity 
is calculated afcer all reinsurzlnce Covers including all XL covefs by the reinsurance 
company’s external fund within the CRC scheme. In other words: The XL reinsurance 
covers by the fund within the CRC scheme do not affect the insurance company’s net 
capacity in the first CRC type but reduce it in the second CRC type. 
of course, the net capcity of the insurance company is partly r e d d  by the 
multi-tine reinsurance cover on the internal fund in the first CRC type and this cover 
is not needed and does not exist in the second CRC - type. 
We do not discuss the effect of the ceding company’s multi-line retrocession cover on 
its capacity - which is principally the same in both CRC types. 

Sixth comment 
When the claims (including loss reserves) at the end of the year exceed in thefirst 
CRC rype the level at the beginning ofttie year andthe income on interests on 
the fund that are credited to the fund during the year, then thefimd’s level becomes 
negative. If the loss payments at the end of the year exceed the (positive) fund’s level 
(including loss reserves) at the beginning of the year plus interest income during the 
year #en the reinsurance company bas to pay losses up to a certain amount due to the 
multi-line stop loss cover. In the case that the reinsurance company has built up an 
external fund for the ceding company it pays money for losses out of the external fund 
into the principal fund of the ceding company. In the case that the e x t d  fund 
(including loss reserves) also becomes negative the reinsurance company pays the 
respective excess amount to the ceding company’s principal fund out of its “own 
pocket”. 
In the case of the second CRC - type the reinsurance company pays money out of its 
“own pocket” wheriever the (external) grossfind (including loss reserves) becomes 
negative. As we shall explain in the second part of this paper the probability of the net 
fund becoming negative is negligible. 

Seventh comment 
It is certainly comdicated and unreasonable to split the internal fund in the first CRC 
type, and th; e x t e h  fund in the second CRC t& into individual funds for the 
different PCs. Such a *tion may again introduce problems that we avoid by the 
respective two CRC schemes that we have described How then can the interest 
income on the fund be subdivided fairly between PCs that perfom differently and 
whose cumulative contributions over time to the fund are different? When paying 
losses out of a fund, are they paid out of premium contdmtions of the PCs or out of 
accumulated interest income? 
From this last question it is evident that how to divide a p o s i t i v e w  into apart of 
premiums and another part of interest income is a mattep of opinion. 
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No clear-cut and satisfactory answers exist to these questions! Therefore, it is not 
recommended to attribute parts of interest income on the fund to PCs. Such 
attributions may not even meet with Principle I of fairness. 
Instead of attributing parts of income on the fimd to certain PCs - which would also 
be unusual in ''conventional" XL covers - we recommend increasing the refund of a 
PC by year's end for positive insurance technical results and/or increasing the cover 
and/or the reducing the premium for the next year. 
In other words, an additional benefit for good perfon~~ances of PCs due to the interest 
income on the fund runs over increased premium reductions andor increased 
insurance technical refunds by year's end and not over pamcipation in investment 
income. 
The cumulative claims experience of a certain PC may be bad and its contribution to 
the fund "negative" and yet the fund may be positive due to an overall good 
cumulative claims experience of the insurance crrmpany's total portfolio. How then 
should the performance of the PC with the bad claims experience be assessed? 
,The answer to this question is that each PC should be assessed individually according 
to its individual performance. If a PC did not contribute positively to the fund it 
certainly should not benefit from the overall positive level of the fund and its: 
premiums (into the fund) should even be increased due to its bad claims experience in 
order to fulfilf Principle I of fairness! 
Remark: We should bear in mind that part of the interest income tbat is credited to the 
internal or external fund covers the unknown acculnulation of risks and the part of 
accumulation of risks that is difficult to estimate and to assign to certain PCs when 
calculating their premiums to the fund. 

Final remark to Part I: 
We have shown ways to overcome the difficulties that we mentioned in Part I as a 
consequence of the introduction of a profit center system into an insurance company's 
strategy. rftokm care of correctly the problem that are connected with a PC.'system 
become insign flcant compared fo its advantages, namely the stimularion to the PC 
munugers und their staff to achieve rmd realize good results for "their '' respective 
pro$t cefler. 

PART If 

The External Control of Profit Centers 
We shall now cmmtrate on the individually reinsuring CRC (second CRC type) 
which is, as we have seen, the more natural and convincing CRC type. 
We shall describe additional advantages of the second CRC type with regard to the 
CRC scheme. 
The XL covers by the reinsurance company for the PCs and the external fund that is 
built up by XL premiums provide for an external control and monitoring the PCs as 
we shall see in the following in the final advantage. 

a. We have dealt mainly with PCs of lines of business. PCs can, however, also be 
subsidiaries and agencies. In the past many countries imposed money transfer 
restrictions and even today certain countries still do so. If the insurance 
company's central office is in such a country it c a m  transfer a large mount of 
money to a subsidiary in another country that may be needed, for example, 
because of a catastrophe loss. A reinsurance company in another country that 
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covers that subsidiary as a PC and transfers the necessary amount of money is 
then of great help. 

b. It may be advantageous for the subsidiary to get the cover from a subsidiary of 
the large reinsurance company in the same country. The head of the PC does not 
have to negotiate on his PC cover within the CRC scheme abroad but can 
negotiate on the cover in his own country with a reinsurance colleague from the 
same country who is better acquainted with the local problems and cover needs. 
The reinsurance company’s subsidiary that probably has the status of a PC of the 
reinsurance company must retrocede its cover for the ceding company’s 
subsidiary to its parent company if its capacity for the reinsurance cover of the 
subsidiary PC is too small. 

We mentioned in a. and b. two advantages of the second CRC type that do not exist in 
the first CRC type. They help the ceding company to control and monitor its 
subsidmy via its reinsurance company in times of money transfer restrictions or via 
the reinsurance company’s local subsidiary in the country of its own subsidiary, with 
which it is part~cularly familiar. 
- C. 

d. 

e. 

f 

In the second CRC type the reinsurance company grants XL covers to its ceding 
company’s PCs, is far more intimately involved in its CRC scheme and dedicates 
far more time, consultation and administrative work to its CRC scheme than in the 
first CRC type. It is therefore easier, more natural and understandable for the 
ceding Company to grant the dangerous and conventionally unusual multi-line stop 
loss retrocession cover to the reinsurance company in the second rather than in the 
first CRC type. 
In the second CRC type the reinsurance company grants much more service than 
in the first CRC type. The insurance company can, therefore, much more easily 
dispense with its CRC reinsurance company in the first than in the second CRC 
type. The second CRC type requires a lot of trust between the two treaty partners 
and that confidence combined with the heavy commitment of both sides to the 
mutual CRC scheme guarantees - in contrast to the first CRC type a long-term 
relationship between the large insurance company and its CRC reinsurance 
company. The mutual confidence and long-term relationship between the 
reinsurance company and its ceding company are inherent in the second CRC type 
and also characteristic of an (unconventional) stmtegic reinsuance program 
(SRP). All these facts make it, of course, easier and more natural for the cedmg 
company to grant its reinsurance a multi-line stop loss retrocession cover. 
Ln the second CRC type the reinsurance company builds up a fund out of many 
XL covers to PCs in a much more acceptable way than in the first CRC type 
where it tries “artificially” to develop a fimd from a relatively large premium of 
one multi-line stop loss premium. The fund, which is built up in the first place in 
favor of the ceding company, can increase much more quickly in the second CRC 
type than in the first CRC type and thus better reduce the d n g  company’s risk 
on its multi-line stop loss retrocession cover. We have here another reason why 
such a cover can be granted by the ceding company more easily to its reinsurance 
company in the second rather than in the first CRC type. 
Two major advantages for the ceding company of an external fund, which are 
characteristic of the second CRC type, as compared to an internal fund, which is 
characteristic of the first CRC type, are the following: 
A reinsurance company has to book the level of a fund (including reserves) as loss 
reserves. When building up an external fund the ceding company thus “parks” its 
large CRC resemes (and does not need to prove these reserves as not being 
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profits) in the books of the reinsurance company on the one hand and gets on the 
other hand income on interest rates on the fund free of taxes whenever the fund or 
parts of it flow back to the ceding company, because the reinsurance company 
also books the interest income that is credited to the fund as an increase of loss 
reserves. 
Again we note here a similarity between the second CRC reinsurance cover and 
an SRP. The fact that the b d  in an SRP has to be booked by the reinsurance 
company as a loss reserve or a catastrophe reserve increases the reinsurance 
company’s reserves considerably and allows “parking” of actual ceding 
company’s profits with the reinsurance company which, moreover, allows interest 
income on the fund’s (positive) level to be fie of taxes. 
In both cases the reinsurance company grants next to other important services the 
considerable advantages to its important ceding company on reserving and 
taxation described here. 

g. Reinsuring most or all PCs of a large ceding company by XL covers by the 
second CRC type means that long-term branches like liability branches will also 
be covered and that again means that in the course of time, with high probability, 
a lot of loss reserves, IBNeR and IBNR will accumulate in the fund Whenever 
these reserves surpass the a c t 4  funds level, uma& Zong be$ore the reinsurance 
company has to pay out mney ,  the total cumulative claims experience over time 
and over all the reinsured PCs becomes negative, a fact that justifies and even 
requires premium increases, especially of PCs that have produced the overall 
negative claims experience - in order to fulfill Principle I on fairness. These 
premium increases usually occur in time and prevent the fund fiom m i n g  out of 
money with high probability. 
In this way the ceding company can, in coordination with its reinsurance 
company, keep control in the second CRC type of the find’s level and a@wt it to 
the rmk situation in trme, monitor and check th? PC scheme, guaranieejustice and 
fairness to the PCs and, last but not least, prevent the ceding company from 
running too high a risk by granting a multi-line stop loss retrocession. 

How a Combined. Conventional Reinsurance Cover gets Unconventional 
SRP Features 
The combined, conventional reinsurance cover we are relating to is the individually 
reinsuring CRC or second CRC type, i.e. a combination of XL reinsurance covers to 
PCs of an insurance company and a multi-line stop loss retrocession cover of that 
same insurance company to the XL reinsurance company. We prefer the second CRC 
type to the first one for the m y  advantages that we have shown in the first part and 
in the first section of the second part of this paper. 
The ceding company is often more inkrested in a reinsurance system that helps it to 
control and monitor its PCs and to fulfill Principles I I1 and In than getting the XL 
reinsurance coverage fbs its P C s  -just as it is usually more interested in getting an 
SRP for its unconventional advantages ratber than for its reinsurance cover itself. 
The ceding company itself is very much interested in keeping control over the 
reinsurance results of its PCs and how they develop in the course of time by 
developing an external fund that - as in the case of an SRP - de jure belongs to its 
reinsurance company but de fact0 mainly to itself 
In order to achieve this goal it is also very much interested in granting a multi-line 
stop loss retrocession cover to its reinsurance company - as we have described 
comprehensively in the first comment in Part I. In order to set up a fund quickly and 
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with high probability, high XL premiums must be initially demanded. Such high 
initial XL premiums can be justified for different insurance-technid reasons as we 
have shown in the sexond comment in Part I. The insurance-technical justification of 
the initially high XL. premiums is most important not only vis-a-vis supervision and 
tax authorities but also with regard to the PCs, which have the right to demand 
fairness, ie., correct XL premiums, not only in relation to the other Pcs but also, 
absolutely, in relation to the cover they get. 
Aside from enabling the ceding company to introduce and MI a PC- system an 
external fimd that is held and administered by the reinsurance company has all kinds 
of advantages for the ceding company. In paragraph f. of the last section we 
mentioned the two major advantages for the ceding company of “parking” certain 
reserves in an external fund of even turning certain profits into parts of an external 
fund and getting interest income free of taxes on such reserves. 
The importme of an external f i  for irah.odzdcing cuui m i n .  a PC- system and its 
other major advantages indicate the necessity of setting up an exterd find by XI, 
premiums with u CRC reinsurance company! 
The extermlfimd becomes the center of the whole CRC scheme and makes the 
combined coprventional reinsurance cover unconventional with many SRP features, 
many of which we have already described. 

A Comparison between a CRC and an SRP 
Once the ceding company and the reinsurance company have decided to use the main 
part of the XL premiums of the Pcs to build up a fund - which will be protected by a 
multi-line stop loss retrocession cover that is granted by the ceding company - we 
move in an SRP - like cover and can and should use the SRP tenninology like: 
stunchrdprernium (SP) for the part of XL premiums flowing into the fund, 
cumulative rfiwlt (CR) for the fund itself, 
loss experience discount for the interest income that is credited to the fund, 
pr@ Commissions as a result of good claims experience to be paid by year’s end, 
additionalpremium for explicit SP increases as a result of bad claims experience, 
intermediate result djwtment @?A) for intermediate reflux of a of CR to the 
ceding company that is not due to loss payments, 
flml result atijustment (FRA) for the reflux of the main part of the CR to the ceding 
company upon cancellation of the XL reinsurance covers for the PCs. 
The part of premium that does not flow into the fund and M y  belongs to the 
reinsurance company for its XL reinsurance risks, its considerable service and 
important advice is d l e d  basic premium (BPI in the S W  terminology. 
Whenever we speak of the fund or the cumulative result we relate to thefind 
including claims reserves, i.e. to the g r o s s w  as opposed to fkfirndexduding 
reserves which we call the netfimd. 
All losses are paid out of the f h d  to the ceding company’s CRC reinsurance 
manager, as long as there is money in the fund. 

As we shall explain later, no unconventional arrangements are necessary in case the 
fund becomes negative - as opposed to the usual SRP - and, therefore, we do not 
need to mention the SRP terms for such negative cases. 
We described and commented on the SRP properhes in detail in om last year’s paper 
on SRP for the Astin Colloquium in Tokyo. The unwnventiondpart of the coverage 
in the CRC” scheme is a specific SRP with its basic properties. which we shall not 
describe here again. However, specific CRC properties remain and we shall discuss 
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them in compeuison to the analogous general SRP propeaies in such a way that they 
will be understandable by themselves: 

- The basic premium should be larger in a CRC than is usually the case in an SRP 
since the CRC reinsurance company is very much involved in the whole CRC scheme 
as a consultant as well as an XL reinsurer of many PCs whereas an SRP runs usually 
nearly “automatically” and does not need much involvement from the reinsurance 
company’s side. The service of an SRP reinsurer is indeed considerable - like that of 
a CRC reinsurer - but the time he needs annually to administer the SRP and his 
administrative expense are considerably smaller than in the case of a CRC reinsurer. 
As opposed to a usual SRP a permanent contact in a CRC may not only exist between 
the reinsurance company and the ceding company’s reinsurance manager who is in 
charge of unconventional reinsurance treaties but also between the reinsurance 
company and the heads of the PCs. 
- Because the reinsurance company books the whole fund as reserves, it is not 
interested to let at least the net fund’s level exceed a certain amount (on the level of 
the gross fund it has less control). The interests of the ceding company are similar 
since it is obliged to distribute profits fairly among its PCs and should not, therefore, 
let the net fund exceed a certain mount of security “at the expense” of its PCs. 
Consequently, it will be easy for both sides to determine from the beginning an upper 
level (UL) for the CRC net fund. This level can, of course, be exceeded due to high 
loss reserves. The fixed upper level of the CRC net fund should, on the one hand not 
be surpassed for the feasons mentioned above, and should be reached quickly, on the 
other hand for safety reasons, in order to decrease the probability of the net fund 
becoming negative as much as possible in favor of the reinsurance company as well as 
of the ceding company as a multi-line stop loss retrmssionaire. 
Remark Not taking the retrocession cover into account the reinsurance company 
would only have topay out money, in case that the grossjimd becomes negative as we 
have already mentioned in other words in the sigtb comment of Part I. 
The more the net fund approaches #he UL the more the SF will be reduced, as in every 
S W  - either impZicMy, for example by a formula #at makes the SP proportional to 
the difference ULCR, or explicitly, by a profit commission, in both cases due to good 
cumulative claims experience. 
R e m k  The net f ind’s level and not the level of the grdsyfimd is the correct measure 
for ihe cumulative claims experience over time. 
The implicit or explicit SP decreases as a result of a good cumulative claims 
experience over time. It thus reduces the ceding company’s annual contribution to the 
fund A highly reduced SP reflects a consequence of the initially relatively high XL 
premiums and of the Unconventional structure of the total reinsurance coverage that 
grants additionally taxfree interest income on the grossfind. Such considerable SP 
reductions mean considerable reinsurance premium reductions in hvor of the PCs. 
Of course, it is again important to distribute the benefits that the SP reductions allow 
for fairly among the PCs, i.e. to look either for a correct XL premium reduction for 
each PC at the beginning of the year or for a fair distribution of the reinsurer’s profit 
commission among the Pcs at year’s end. 
The XL premium reductions for the fimd may be fixed by discussions between the 
manager of the reinsurance company who is in charge of managing the CRC XL 
covers and the heads of the PCs in cooperation with the ceding company’s CRC 
reinsurance specialist. The profit commission, however, is given by the reinsurance 
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company directly to the ceding company’s CRC reinsurance specialist who has to 
look for a fair distribution of the benefits among the PCs. 
In contrast to a usual SRP that consists of one treaty and may run autornaticall’y for 
years a CRC reinsurer covers PCs conventionally in diflmentxt treaties and takes 
continuously care of their wishes for changes in coverage due to increased exposure, 
for including new risks in their XL. cover9 for changing cover conditions etc. The 
reinsurance company’s unconventional part within an individually reinsuring CRC is 
usually changing every year and abes not run uutomatidly. 
We have mentioned in the SRP terminology the intermediate result adjustment (IRA) 
and the final result adjustment (FRA). Especially the latter term that decides what 
should happen with the CR upon cancellation is most important in a usual SRP. We 
even recommend not to sign an SRP treaty if there is yet some disagreement upon the 
FRA. 
In a CRC we have many XL reinsurance treaties and a multi-line stop loss 
retrocession treaty. Even if the cover of the latter treaty is uncommon all the covers 
are conventional. The on& mconventionalparr of a CRC is an agreement Between the 
parties how to define, in an uIIcoIIlII?on way, what are the reserves of the XL 
reinsurance covers (the reinsurance company books the whok gross fiazd as reserves) 
and how to handle them. 
An FRA and especiaIly an IRA do not fit into the CRC that consists of a set of 
conventional treaties. For both of them it would be less easily explicable what they 
where introduced for than in a usual SRP. Fortunately enough they are actually also 
not needed in an SRP! 
Premium increases and premium decreases can well and fairly be dstributed over a 
number of PCs and the (positive) net fund‘s level can, therefore, well be kept under 
control without the help of an IRA. We have moreover another flexible premium 
parameter, namely the ceding company’s retrocession premium that leads to a flow 
back offmoney fiom the external fund to the ceding company that we can use in order 
to direct the net fund’s level. 
We recommend not to annul the CRC connections betweem the ParbKJS over night but 
to let the money in the fund flow back slowly, for example, by over-reducing the XL 
premiums for the PCs, by extending the XL covers andor by extending the multi-line 
stop loss retrocession cover in order to justifjr a retrocession premium increase. An 
FRA is then, of course, unnecessary. 
Denote: L: loss reserves, F: fund, i.e. gross W R: reserves 
The reinsurance company’s reserving should be: R = max(L,F) 
If the ceding company nee& the amount collected in tke fwldpromptiy, where -0, 
we can distinguish between two situations: 
In the first situation the net fund is negative, the gross fund, however, positive. Then 
L>FM and the net fimd N=F-L<O can be transferred immediately as part of the loss 
reserves to the ceding company for the sake of getting released of all CRC liabilities. 
This is a common procedure also in conventional reinsurance. 
In the second situation, where D L ,  two possibilities exist of transferring the fund’s 
amount to the ceding company: 
The first, more common solution would be to estimate L very cautiously, i.e. very 
highly and transfer it immediately to the ceding company. The remaining, already 
reduced net fund N = F-L would be transfemed as soon as possible by highly reducing 
the SP via new claims and newly reported claims on the one hand and via increased 
retrocession premium due to extended retrocession coverage on the other hand. 
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There exists, however, another, unusual solution out of an uncommon but plausible 
approach: 
Since a reinsurance company that keeps de jure a fund for a ceding company should 
book the reserve R = m ( L ,  F) it may also &amfir on the spot this resme or a 
considerable part of it to its ceding company for the sake of getting released 
immediately of all CRC liabilities. 
This second solution is much more immediate and comfortable than the first solution 
for the ceding company as well as for the reinsurance company. 
In both situations and both solutions in case of the second situation a prompt 
termination of a CRC relationship between the two parhes results in a more or less 
immediate transfer of the fund to the ceding company. No FRA is, therefore, 
necessary. 
Remark: 
When consrdermg the gross fd - as long as F>>L - as a specra1 reserve that 
includes all the reported, and part of or all not enough reported and not aeprfed 
claim reserves in the “SRP - like ”, unconventional pcrrt of a CRC, the uncommon 
view that the SRP - requirement o f w i n g  upon cancellation d leust large parts of 
the fund immediately buck to the ceding wrnpany by un F M  seem all of a sudden 
qurte natural! 
Moreover the whole unconventional part of a CRC system can be looked upon as a 
natural way of reserving. Reserves that are including all reported, partly reported and 
unreported claims are regarded in a czrmdative way mer m e .  A basic demand and 
main charucteristic of an SRP - the fact that it has to run in a cumulative way over 
rim - is thus naturally Wiled in the unconventional part of a CRC. 

The last specific, important CRC property that we want to discuss in this pper is the 
fact that as opposed to a general SRP no special (unconventional) measures must be 
taken fox the case that the reinsurance company has to pay out money because the 
gross fund becomes negative. The main reason for this CRC property is the fact that 
by using CRC tools correctly the probability of the gross fund bemming negatwe are 
very small and aRer a few years negligible. 
The fund is most “endangered” at the beginning of a CRC when large claims have to 
be paid out immediately. However, we have described insmetechnical reasons 
that should, for example, also be acceptable for insurance supervising authorities. We 
demonstrated why initial, relatively high XL premiums can and should be demanded 
from the PCs. The high standard premiums let usually even the net fund, together with 
the inkrest income credited to the fund, grow fast. 
After a few years the net fund has usually reached a certain “safety” level which 
includes more or less large claims reserves, mainly from PCs of ‘‘long-tern” 
branches. At this point the probability of the gross fund becoming negative becomes 
negligble. The moment that the net fund less the accumulated interest income on the 
gross fund(!) - whieh is not taken into account in a conventional property-casualty 
reinsurance cover - becomes already negative, we have cumulatively over time a 
negative claims experience which allows technically for an increase of the standard 
premium. Again, this increase has to be hirly distributed among the PCs, some of 
which may even enjoy, at the same time, premium decreases due to very good claims 
experience. 
These very early standard premium increases decrease substantially the possibiliw of 
the gross fund becoming negative. 
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If we look at an annualperspective htead of a timely cumulative perspective every 
single cover year of bad claims experience already leads to increases of standard 
premiums and reduces the probability of the gross fund becoming negative even 
more. 
Last but not least the multi-line stop loss retrocession cover may be changed annually 
according to the fund’s level and in mutual agreement according to the partners 
wishes, as long as the cover is insurance-technically reasonable. We want to describe. 
here three cases of such covers, one of which reduces the probability of the 
reinsurance company paying money fiom outside the fund is reduced nearly to zero, 
whereas in the other two cases no possibility of reinsurance payments from outside 
the fund within a certain year of coverage exists: 
In the first case the lower SL level of the multi-line retrocession cover is slightly over 
the net fund’s but below the gross fund’s level. 
In the second case the lower SL level of the multi-line retrocession cover is below the 
net fund’s level, however, in excess of the conventionally decisive net fund’s level 
less the accumulated interest income that was credited to the fund. 
In the third case we apply the conventionally used annual perspective by using a 
lower SL level for the multi-line retrocession which keeps the reinsurance company 
for that year on risk but withdraws it from any risk on a cumulative perspective. 
The multi-line stop loss retrocession covers in all three cases are insutance-tecknically 
correct and should be acceptable to the supervising authorities. 
Remark: 
When the gross fund would become negative the necessity of getting into a more 
comfortable position as soon as possible may force the ceding company to prescribe 
to its PCs the cover volume and the XL reinsurance premium and restrict the PCs’ 
freedom of actions. Such a development does not fit into the concept of a PC system 
and can be avoided the better, the M e r  away a positive net fund’s level is from the 
zero level. This consideration is another reason for the CRC partners to coordinate in 
avoiding a negative fund’s Ievel by means as were described just before. 

Final remark: 
The individually reinsuring CRC is a system of conventional XL reinsurance covers 
for profit centers and one multi-line stop loss retrocession cover on timely 
accumulated results of all XL covers. Within the frame of these conventional covers 
an unconventional part which is basing on a fund is built in. Both partners, the large 
insurance company and its reinsurance company, have in many respects parallel 
interests. Moreover, both partners see the reinsurance cover in the first place as a 
mean to l l f i l l  strategic intentions of the ceding company. This task seems in many 
cases more important than the XL reinsurance covers themselves. The unmnvmtional 
part within the CRC system - which is very close to an SRP - is important for the 
introduction and running of the ceding company’s PC system which should fulfill the 
three Principles of a profit center system. It should not, however, endanger the whole 
frame of conventional covers within the CRC system by not being accepted, for 
example, by supervising or tax authorities. Therefore, it is important to avoid as many 
unconventional elements as possible. We have shown that an intermediate and a final 
result adjustment are not necessary. Moreover, dl the unconventional SRP elements 
that are connected with a negatwe gross fimd are also unnecessary, since a negative 
gross fund can be avoided with high probability. For that reason, when the gross fund 
should ever get negative, the reinsurance company does not forward money, like in a 
usual SRP but it pays money to the ceding cornpay “‘out of its own pocket”. 
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